Office of Measurement and Evaluation of Teaching (OMET) Fall 2020 Survey Information

Midterm Course Survey Option – get early feedback from students.

It’s important to gather feedback early in the term when there’s still time to make adjustments.

Request - beginning August 24 (deadline to request is September 17) - [More information here](#)

End-of Term Teaching Surveys for all classes EXCEPT Medicine and Pharmacy are automatically activated. Decisions about whether a course can be opted-out of the survey process are made at the administrative level in some schools. In others, faculty will be granted access to their Teaching Survey Dashboard, accessible through My Pitt and Canvas where they can opt out of the process. (Faculty in the Schools of Medicine and Pharmacy should contact omet@pitt.edu to request a survey of their course.) More information can be found on our [Faculty Resource](#) page.

Fall 2020 Teaching Survey Dates and Deadlines – [Check our Survey Timeline](#)

Email Notifications: Check your Pitt email for important information about adding questions to your survey, checking response rates, and report availability. Emails are sent from TeachingSurvey_OMET@Pitt.edu. Check email filtering, “other” mailboxes, and junk and spam folders so you’re not missing out on receiving important information. See our instructions guide for ensuring you receive our notifications under [General Information](#) on our Faculty Page. Also, look for our [Read Green](#) monthly announcements.

Other places to find information about surveys:

OMET and My Pitt and Pitt Mobile

Search for OMET or go directly to our [OMET Survey Task Center](#) where faculty can request a midterm survey, find reports, add questions, check response rates and students can find surveys to complete.

OMET and Canvas

Faculty can add the OMET Survey block to their courses, calendar events, and personal announcements, and emails making it easier for students to complete surveys. [More information and how-to here](#).
Website

All of this information plus more can be found at https://teaching.pitt.edu/omet/

Contact Us

Contact us with questions or for more information.